A Novel 6G based Antenna System for Marine Communication
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Abstract

The work discussed proposes a novel 6G based antenna system using Intelligent Reflecting Surface (IRS) for efficient communication over the ocean. Offshore people in travel, fishing or staying as part of their work have no facility for communication using cellular or Wi-Fi networks. Even the information about the warnings depending upon the sea states could not be passed due to the lack of an efficient communication system. So using IRS assisted MIMO systems with line of sight communication having terahertz antennas, placed on the ships/boats/fishing vessels/any other structures could ensure complete coverage and connectivity for the people offshore.
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1. Introduction

In India, the present mode of communication using mobile phones is either using 3G or 4G connectivity [1-3]. The connectivity using these technologies is based on radio waves and does not require any line of sight for communication [4-5]. But for those who are traveling in ships or fishing vessels, there is no way to communicate via mobile phones as the connectivity of mobile phones extend only upto 15-20 Km towards the ocean from the shore [6-9]. Moreover the propagation of waves through the marine environment is entirely different from that of land [10]. Over the sea, reflections are higher and the mode of propagation is entirely different. A solution to all these issues with the development of high speed high data rate 6G communication using Terahertz - IRS based antennas is proposed in this paper [11].

6G is the sixth generation standard for wireless communication supporting the cellular mobile networks after 4G and 5G. 6G networks will use higher frequencies for communication, usually terahertz antennas using IRS integrated with MIMO systems [12-15]. With the implementation of 6G technology all the devices will be connected over the internet like the Internet of things (IoT) network in the 4G and 5G networks [16].

Antennas are the key components in any wireless communication system for transmission [17]. Using long range Wi-Fi transmission of signals offshore is possible with the help of microwaves. But as studies show, the continuous exposure of high power microwave radiation could lead to health issues to the living communities, its better to test with the terahertz frequency for long range line of sight communication [18-19]. In the 6G communication, terahertz antennas with Intelligent Reflecting Surface (IRS) are used. IRS is an advanced technology which could improve the performance of wireless communication systems [20-21]. The IRS units consist of a large number of smaller intelligent units that could transmit high data rates with line of sight communication. The overview of the system implementation of 6G integrated with IRS and MIMO technology for marine communication with its challenges is described in the below sections.

2. System Design

The marine communication can be enhanced with the 6G integrated with IRS and MIMO technology. The system architecture for the marine communication scenario is represented in Figure 1. This scenario of the operation is based on considering the ocean parameters, antenna used for communication, speed of the fishing vessels and all the environmental conditions. By considering all the parameters the IRS based system is introduced in the marine network. The signal from the base station is transmitted using the sector antenna. The IRS integrated surfaces within the marine environment like the ships, boats, fishing vessels etc. at the first level could get connectivity through these IRS antennas on the transmitting sector antenna. That is, these signals pass
through the ocean surface and reach the intermediate point. In this case the fishing vessel is considered an intermediate node with the IRS placed on its surface. When the signal from the base station falls on its surface based on its property it has the ability to enhance the received signal strength and be transmitted towards the next level. These surfaces integrated within the boats will act as both transmitter and receiver.

Figure 1. System architecture integrating 6G IRS to marine communication.

IRS on the first level boat enhances the signal strength and communicates with the nearby boat further. The intermediate IRS installed boat could receive the signal from the transmitting antenna from the shore and could amplify the signal and could act as the transmitting section for the second and other higher levels. Based on the dimension of the patches on the IRS, the enhancement of the signal strength could be done. The interspacing distance between the patches will lead to the pattern orientation and phase configuration. Similarly the higher level communication between the boats can be continued. So same as the scenario, the operation of the system can be controlled and enhances marine communication in an effective way.

3. Research Challenges

Even though 6G based IRS technology could provide complete connectivity, certain challenges in the area have to be considered. A few challenges related to the study are as follows:

- Dynamic reconfiguration of IRS at marine environment.
- Digital beam forming and implementation of huge antenna arrays at the base station.
- Complex physical layer designs.
- Accuracy in setting the focus of incident electromagnetic waves.
- Coordination of IRS systems and estimation of channel state information (CSI) from multiple IRS units installed within the system.

4. Conclusion

The paper gives an overview about the 6G IRS integrated network for wireless communication. Using the technology, complete coverage could be ensured to the marine people who are working in ships, gone for fishing or for travel purposes. IRS technology offers energy saving solutions for retransmission of the signals without modulation, enhanced security, high interference suppression over existing marine propagation models. These systems could convert the existing marine communication to low cost with least propagation loss making the marine communication smarter.
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